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Pigeons were trained on two temporal bisection tasks, which alternated every two sessions. In the first
task, they learned to choose a red key after a 1-s signal and a green key after a 4-s signal; in the second
task, they learned to choose a blue key after a 4-s signal and a yellow key after a 16-s signal. Then the
pigeons were exposed to a series of test trials in order to contrast two timing models, Learning-to-Time
(LeT) and Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET). The models made substantially different predictions
particularly for the test trials in which the sample duration ranged from 1 s to 16 s and the choice keys
were Green and Blue, the keys associated with the same 4-s samples: LeT predicted that preference for
Green should increase with sample duration, a context effect, but SET predicted that preference for
Green should not vary with sample duration. The results were consistent with LeT. The present study
adds to the literature the finding that the context effect occurs even when the two basic discriminations
are never combined in the same session.
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_______________________________________________________________________________

When temporal discrimination is studied
using a matching-to-sample procedure, a pigeon
is shown a light illuminated for 1 s or 4 s, for
example, and is then given a choice between
two keys, one red and the other green. Choices
of red are reinforced following the 1-s sample
and choices of green are reinforced following
the 4-s sample. A well-trained pigeon may
respond accurately on more than 90 percent
of the trials (e.g., Stubbs, 1968; also Catania,
1970; Church & Deluty, 1977; Platt & Davis,
1983). In this task, also known as temporal
bisection, how does the animal learn to discrim-
inate the sample durations? What processes
underlie its performance? Different theories of
timing answer these questions differently.

Consider Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET), a
model developed by Gibbon and his collabo-
rators (Gibbon, 1977, 1981, 1991; for a

summary see Gallistel, 1990). According to
SET, timing performance is regulated by an
internal clock with the structure illustrated in
the left panel of Figure 1. The clock comprises
a pacemaker that generates pulses at a high
but variable rate, an accumulator that adds the
pulses during the to-be-timed interval, one or
more memory stores that save the number of
pulses in the accumulator at the end of the
interval, and a comparator that compares the
number in the accumulator with samples
extracted from the memory stores. SET answers
the question of learning by saying that at the
end of training the animal has formed two
memory stores, one containing the distribution
of the number of pulses that were in the
accumulator at the end of the short, 1-s
samples—call it the ‘‘Red’’ store because it is
associated with the Red choices—and the other
the distribution of the number of pulses that
were in the accumulator at the end of the long,
4-s samples, the ‘‘Green’’ store. Each memory
store contains a distribution rather than a
single number because SET postulates one or
more sources of variability within the system
(e.g., pacemaker rate may vary across trials; the
number in the accumulator may be multiplied
by a random variable before it is saved in
reference memory). Moreover, the two distri-
butions are scale transforms in the sense that
their means and standard deviations are in the
same 1-to-4 ratio as the two sample durations.
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For SET, performance in the temporal
bisection task depends not only on the
formation of the two memory stores but also
on the animal’s decision rule. The latter states
that at the end of a sample with duration T,
the number in the accumulator, XT, is
compared with two samples, one extracted
from the Red store, XR, and the other from the
Green store, XG. The animal will choose the
Red or ‘‘short’’ key whenever XT/XR , XG/
XT, or equivalently, XT , !(XR 3 XG). In
other words, the animal will peck the Red key
if the sample duration is below the geometric
mean of the two training stimuli (Gibbon,
1981), and it will peck the Green key other-
wise.

According to SET the contents of the Red
and Green memory stores depend only on the
duration of the short and long samples,
respectively. For example, the contents of the
Green store depend on the duration of the
long sample and are not affected by the
duration of the short sample. This means that
if the animal were trained with a short sample
of 2 s, instead of 1 s, the contents of its Green
store would remain the same because the 4-s
sample did not change. We refer to the
assumption that the contents of a memory
store depend exclusively on the duration of its
associated sample and not on the duration of
the alternative sample as ‘‘context-indepen-
dent memories’’; this assumption will be the
focus of the present study.

Another timing model is Learning-to-Time
(LeT), a model developed by Machado (1997;
Machado & Cevik, 1998) on the basis of
Killeen and Fetterman’s (1988) Behavioral
theory of Timing (BeT). The right panel of
Figure 1 illustrates its three-part structure
(Appendix A identifies the relevant equa-
tions): a series of behavioral states (the
equivalent of the pacemaker in SET), a matrix
of associative connections linking the behav-
ioral states to the operant responses (the
equivalent of the memory stores in SET), and
the operant responses themselves. The behav-
ioral states embody our concepts of elicited,
induced, adjunctive, interim, and terminal
classes of behavior (see Killeen & Fetterman,
1988; Richelle & Lejeune, 1980; Staddon,
1977; Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971; Timber-
lake & Lucas, 1985) and according to LeT they
underlie the sequential and temporal organi-
zation of behavior. In the bisection task, the
onset of the sample activates the first state in
the series but, as time elapses, the activation of
each state flows to the next state. The speed of
the activation flow varies with reinforcer rate,
perhaps via changes in the animal’s arousal
level (e.g., Beam, Killeen, Bizo, & Fetterman,
1998). LeT answers the question of learning by
saying that during training the strength of the
associative link between a behavioral state and
an operant response will increase if that
response is reinforced and it will decrease if
that response is extinguished. In addition, it

Fig. 1. Structure of the Scalar Expectancy Theory (SET) and the Learning-to-Time (LeT) models for the temporal
bisection procedure.
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will increase also if the competing response is
extinguished and decrease also if the compet-
ing response is reinforced. In other words, the
links between the behavioral states and a
response change with reinforcement and
extinction of that response and with the
reinforcement and extinction of the other
response.

The model’s decision rule states that after
the sample the animal’s choice will depend on
which states are the most active at that
moment—itself a direct function of the sample
duration—and on the strengths of the asso-
ciative links between those states and the two
responses. If the sample duration, T, is short,
then the most active states at the moment of
choice will be the first ones in the series and
because during training the choice of Red was
reinforced and the choice of Green was
extinguished, these initial states will be cou-
pled strongly with the Red response and
weakly with the Green response; hence the
animal is more likely to choose Red. Converse-
ly, if T is long, then the most active states at the
moment of choice will be subsequent states in
the series and because during training the
choice of Green was reinforced and the choice
of Red was extinguished, those states will be
coupled strongly with the Green response and
weakly with the Red response; hence the
animal is more likely to choose Green.

Note that in LeT the steady-state strengths
of the links connecting the behavioral states to
the operant responses correspond in SET to
the distribution of counts in the memory
stores. However, in contrast with SET’s mem-
ory stores, the strengths of the links are
context dependent. To understand this point,
consider the links between the behavioral
states and the Green response. Their final
values will depend on the duration of the long
and short samples. The model’s context
sensitivity stems from its learning rule—the
links with the Green response change not only
after 4-s samples (i.e., when Green is rein-
forced and Red extinguished) but also after 1-s
samples (when Green is extinguished and Red
is reinforced). Hence, if the duration of the
short sample changes, the final values of the
links connecting the states to the Green
response will also change. To summarize, in
the temporal bisection task, the difference
between the two models amounts to this:
Whereas LeT says that what the animal learns

regarding the 4-s sample and its associated
choice, the Green key, will vary with the
duration of the other sample, SET says that it
will not.

The present study continues a series of
studies designed to test the foregoing issue
(Arantes, 2008; Machado & Arantes, 2006;
Machado & Keen, 1999; Machado & Pata, 2005;
and Oliveira & Machado, 2008). All of these
studies used a double bisection task to separate
the models’ predictions. A pigeon learns two
simple temporal discriminations. In the first it
learns to choose a Red key after 1-s samples
and a Green key after 4-s samples. In the
second it learns to choose a Blue key after 4-s
samples and a Yellow key after 16-s samples.
To facilitate communication, we represent the
two discriminations by two mappings, {S1,
S4}R{Red, Green} and {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}.
In each mapping the first set represents the
sample durations and the second set represents
the comparison stimuli or choice alternatives;
the arrow means that the first and second
elements in the choice set are reinforced
following the first and second elements in the
stimulus set, respectively. The two mappings
occur during the same session, the (relatively)
short set {S1, S4}R{Red, Green} on half of the
trials and the (relatively) long set {S4,
S16}R{Blue, Yellow} on the other half of the
trials.

The critical feature of the double bisection
procedure is that Green and Blue choices are
reinforced following 4-s samples but their
learning contexts differ because in one case
(Green) the 4-s samples occur with 1-s samples,
whereas in the other case (Blue) the 4-s
samples occur with 16-s samples. To determine
whether context matters, after the pigeon
learns the double discrimination task, the
experimenter introduces test trials during
which sample duration ranges from 1 s to
16 s and the choice keys are Green and Blue.
We represent the test trials with the notation
{S1..S16}:{Green, Blue} and note that the
sample set includes durations that span the
entire range of training durations, from 1 s to
16 s, and that a colon replaces the arrow to
show that there are no correct choices.

The two models predict different results on
the test trials. These predictions are illustrated
in Figure 2. According to SET, the pigeon’s
preference for, say, Green should not vary with
the sample duration. The reason is that the
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‘‘Green’’ and ‘‘Blue’’ memory stores formed
during training contain identical distributions
of counts. Therefore, during testing, the
number in the accumulator at the end of a
sample with duration T will be compared with
two samples extracted from identical distribu-
tions. Hence, preference for Green should not
vary with T. For SET, then, the psychometric
function relating probability of choosing
Green to sample duration should plot as a
horizontal line (see the top left panel of
Figure 2).

According to LeT, the pigeon’s preference
for Green should increase with the sample

duration. To understand the prediction intu-
itively (for mathematical derivations see Ap-
pendix A and also Machado, 1997, and
Machado & Pata, 2005), divide the behavioral
states into three sets, ‘‘Early’’, the set of states
most active at 1 s, ‘‘Middle’’, the set of states
most active at 4 s, and ‘‘Late’’, the set of states
most active at 16 s (see Table 1). Let the
strength of the link between a state and a
choice response be represented by W (state,
choice). Initially all states are associated
equally with the four responses (i.e., W 5 0.5
for all links), but these associations will change
during training. Because of the mapping {S1,
S4}R{Red, Green}, the states in the ‘‘Early’’ set
become strongly linked with Red and, more
importantly, weakly linked with Green (i.e., W
(‘‘Early’’, Green)R0). Similarly, because of
the mapping {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}, the
states in the ‘‘Late’’ set become strongly linked
with Yellow and, more importantly, weakly
linked with Blue (i.e., W (‘‘Late’’, Blue)R0). It
follows that, during test trials, after 1-s samples,
the ‘‘Early’’ states are the most active, and
because their links with Green have decreased
to 0 whereas their links with Blue have
remained at 0.5, the animal prefers Blue.
Conversely, after 16-s samples, the ‘‘Late’’
states are the most active, and because their
links with Blue have decreased to 0 whereas
their links with Green have remained at 0.5,
the animal prefers Green. For LeT, then, the
psychometric function relating probability of
choosing Green to sample duration should
plot as an increasing curve (see the top right
panel of Figure 2).

Results from previous studies were consis-
tent with LeT: When the pigeons chose
between Green and Blue, the preference for
Green increased with sample duration (Ma-
chado & Keen, 1999; Machado & Pata, 2005).
Machado and Arantes (2006) tested the
models’ predictions in a different way. If, at

Fig. 2. Predictions of SET and LeT for the double
bisection task. It is assumed that the animal has learned
two mappings, {S1, S4}R{Red, Green} and {S4, S16}R{Blue,
Yellow}. The top panels show the predictions for the two
types of stimulus–response generalization trials,
{S1..S16}:{Green, Blue} and {S1..S16}:{Red, Yellow}. The
bottom panels shows the predictions for the two types of
stimulus-generalization trials, {S1..S4}:{Red, Green} and
{S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow}.

Table 1

Strength of the links (W ) between the behavioral states and the choice responses.

Sample State

Choice Response

Red Green Blue Yellow

1 s ‘‘Early’’ W R 1 W R 0 W < 0.5 W < 0.5
4 s ‘‘Middle’’ W R 0 W R 1 W R 1 W R 0
16 s ‘‘Late’’ W < 0.5 W < 0.5 W R 0 W R 1

Note. ‘‘Early’’, ‘‘Middle’’ and ‘‘Late’’ represent the states most active after samples 1-s, 4-s, and 16-s long, respectively.
Initially, all links equal 0.5. The arrows show the effects of training.
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the end of training in the double bisection
task, the pigeon is indifferent between Green
and Blue, as SET predicts, then it should learn
with the same speed the two new mappings {S1,
S16}R{Green, Blue} and {S1, S16}R{Blue,
Green}. That is, there should be no difference
between the speed of learning to associate a 1-s
sample with Green and a 16-s sample with
Blue, and the speed of learning to associate a
1-s sample with Blue and a 16-s sample with
Green. However, if, at the end of training with
the double bisection task, the pigeon’s prefer-
ence for Green increases with sample dura-
tion, as LeT predicts, then the mapping {S1,
S16}R{Blue, Green} should be learned more
rapidly because it is consistent with that
preference; to learn the other mapping, {S1,
S16}R{Green, Blue}, the pigeon must reverse
its initial preference. The results were consis-
tent with LeT: For the consistent mapping,
performance was at the steady state by the first
session, whereas for the inconsistent mapping,
performance was at the steady state only in the
third session.

The main purpose of the present experi-
ment was to explore the generality of the
context effect observed in the double bisection
experiments. In particular, we wanted to
determine whether the context effect—prefer-
ence for Green increases with sample dura-
tion—requires the integration of the two basic
temporal discriminations in the same session.
In the usual procedure, the two discrimina-
tions are trained separately, for example, {S1,
S4}R{Red, Green} during the first sessions and
{S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow} during the next
sessions, and then they are combined in the
same session. Once choice proportions stabi-
lize, the test trials begin. The issue then is
whether the main effect persists if the two
mappings are never combined in the same
session. The present experiment addressed the
issue. After the pigeons learned the two basic
discriminations on separate sessions we as-
sessed on probe trials how their preference for
Green (versus Blue) varied with sample dura-
tion. Critically, the two discrimination tasks
never occurred in the same session.

When the two discriminations occur during
the same session, the subject cannot anticipate
the sample durations or the choice keys that
will be presented during a trial. But when the
discriminations occur in different sessions,
after the first trial of each session the subject

can anticipate which sample durations and
choice keys will be present for the remainder
of the session. It is conceivable that this
difference in the predictability of sample
durations and choice keys may affect the
learning of the two basic discriminations and
consequently alter the context effect reported
above. If the context effect persists when the
discriminations are not combined, then LeT’s
account is strengthened considerably because
the account rests on the direct effects of the
two basic discriminations and not on any
direct or indirect effects of their integration
in the same session. If the context effect
disappears when the discriminations are not
combined then LeT’s account is invalidated.

The implications for SET are somewhat
different. If the context effect persists, SET is
further invalidated. If the context effect
disappears, then SET can claim that when
the discriminations are trained separately the
memory stores remain context independent,
as the model claims. SET could then be revised
to try to derive the context effect from the
integration of the basic discriminations.

In addition to the question of how prefer-
ence for Green over Blue changes with sample
duration when the discriminations are not
combined, the experiment reported below
asked two other questions. One was how
preference for Red over Yellow changes with
sample duration. To answer it, the experiment
included test trials in which sample duration
ranged from 1 s to 16 s and the choice was
between Red and Yellow, that is, {S1..S16}:{Red,
Yellow}. Test trials with the Red and Yellow
comparisons are a sort of control condition
because both SET and LeT predict that
preference for Red should decrease monoton-
ically with sample duration (see top panels of
Figure 2). However, LeT makes a stronger
prediction, also visible in Figure 2 and ex-
plained in Appendix A: The psychometric
functions for Red and Green are symmetric
around the horizontal line y 5 .5, which is
equivalent to saying that if instead of plotting
the preference for Red one plots the prefer-
ence for Yellow, then the function will increase
with sample duration exactly as the preference
for Green increases with sample duration; that
is, the two psychometric functions should
overlap.

The other question was related to stimulus
generalization and it asked whether the
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psychometric function obtained by varying the
sample from 4 s to 16 s and giving the animal a
choice between Blue and Yellow (i.e.,
{S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow}) is a scale transform of
the psychometric function obtained by varying
the sample from 1 s to 4 s and giving the
animal a choice between Red and Green (i.e.,
{S1..S4}:{Red, Green}). In other words, do the
two functions superimpose when plotted in
relative time, the equivalent of Weber’s law for
timing? As we explain in the Discussion, the
stimulus generalization tests do not differenti-
ate the models as clearly as the stimulus–
response generalization tests because, depend-
ing on the exact assumptions made by LeT,
the models may or may not predict the same
outcome. Specifically, whereas SET typically
predicts superimposition of the psychometric
functions (see bottom left panel of Figure 2),
LeT may predict either superimposition or a
steeper function for the ‘‘long’’ set. This latter
case is illustrated in the bottom right panel of
Figure 2.

To summarize, in the experiment reported
below pigeons learned the two mappings {S1,
S4}R{Red, Green} and {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}.
These mappings were learned on separate
sessions and throughout the experiment they
never occurred during the same session.
Afterwards the pigeons were exposed to two
types of test trials, one type dealing with
stimulus–response generalization and the oth-
er with stimulus generalization. The stimulus–
response test trials ({S1..S16}:{Blue, Green} and
{S1..S16}:{Red, Yellow}) examined the context
effect issue, and the stimulus generalization
test trials (i.e., {S1..S4}:{Red, Green} and
{S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow}) examined the superim-
position issue. The results will have implica-
tions for our understanding of timing in
general and the SET and LeT models in
particular.

METHOD

Subjects

Seven experimentally naı̈ve pigeons (Co-
lumba livia) maintained at 80% of their free-
feeding body weights participated in the
experiment. Water and grit were continuously
available in their individual cages, and a 14:10-
hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 a.m.) was
in effect in the pigeon colony.

Apparatus

Two standard three-key operant chambers
from Med AssociatesH were used. The keys
were 20 mm in diameter, located 220 mm
above the floor, and arranged in a row,
80 mm apart, center to center. The side keys
could be illuminated with red, green, blue, or
yellow lights, and the center key could be
illuminated with white light. The 60 3 70-mm
hopper opening was centered on the wall
below the center key, providing access to
mixed grain when the hopper was raised and
illuminated with a 7.5-W white light. Located
on the back wall of the chamber was the 7.5-W
houselight. Chambers were enclosed by exter-
nal boxes equipped with fans, which provided
ventilation and masked extraneous sounds.
Event scheduling and data recording were
controlled by a personal computer pro-
grammed in the C++ language.

Procedure

The experiment consisted of three phases:
baseline training, stimulus generalization test-
ing, and stimulus–response generalization
testing.

Baseline training. Sessions were conducted
daily at approximately the same time. The
pigeons learned to peck the keys using an
autoshaping procedure (2–3 sessions). Then
they were exposed to one of the two basic
tasks, the discrimination between samples of
1 s and 4 s (3 birds) or the discrimination
between samples of 4 s and 16 s (4 birds). The
assignment of keylight colors to sample dura-
tions was counterbalanced with the following
restrictions: (a) the color pairs red–green and
blue–yellow always occurred together; and (b)
green and blue were always associated with the
two 4-s samples. However, for clarity, the
procedure and the experimental results are
described as though all birds had the following
assignments {S1, S4}R{Red, Green} or {S4,
S16}R{Blue, Yellow}.

Sessions consisted of 60 trials, 30 with the
short sample and 30 with the long sample.
Each trial was preceded by a 30-s intertrial
interval (ITI) during which the houselight was
off. After the ITI, the houselight was turned on
and the center key was illuminated with a
white light. When the sample duration elapsed
(e.g., 4 s), the center key was turned off and
the side keys were illuminated with different
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colors (e.g., red and green) to signal the
choice phase. The position of the keylights was
determined pseudorandomly with the con-
straint that the two colors were presented the
same number of times on the left and right
keys during the session. A peck at either key
turned all keylights and the houselight off. If
the choice was correct, the hopper was
activated for a specific duration, which varied
from 2 to 5 s across pigeons in order to
maintain their body weights while minimizing
postsession feeding. After the food delivery,
the next ITI began. If the pigeon made an
incorrect choice, the ITI began immediately
and the trial was repeated (correction meth-
od). After three consecutive errors the trial was
again repeated but only the correct key was
illuminated during the choice phase.

Once the birds met the learning criterion
on the first discrimination task (at least 80%
correct choices for each sample, excluding
repeated trials, for 5 consecutive sessions),
training began on the second discrimination
task. The sessions required to reach criterion
ranged from 13 to 27 (M 5 21) on the first
discrimination, and from 13 to 44 sessions (M
5 22) on the second. After the second
discrimination was learned, the stimulus gen-
eralization testing phase began.

Stimulus generalization testing. There were
two sets of generalization tests, one for each
basic discrimination task. To illustrate how
testing proceeded, suppose that a bird had
learned the two discrimination tasks in the
order {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow} and {S1,
S4}R{Red, Green}. In this case, the first
generalization test session included samples
ranging in duration from 1s to 4 s. More
specifically, each session consisted of 64 trials.
Of these, 40 were regular training trials, 20
with the short sample (1 s in this case) and 20
with the long sample (4 s); correct responses
were reinforced and incorrect responses re-
peated the trial. The remaining 24 trials were
test trials. The sample durations were 1.41 s,
2.00 s, and 2.83 s, presented eight times each.
Choice responses on test trials were never
reinforced.

After five test sessions, the bird returned to
the first discrimination task it had learned, {S4,
S16}R{Blue, Yellow}, and remained on that task
until the accuracy criterion was again satisfied.
Then it was exposed for five sessions to the
second stimulus generalization test set. The

details were the same as during the first set
except that the sample durations were four
times longer (i.e., 4.0, 5.66, 8.0, 11.31, and
16.0 s). Note that on both generalization test
sets, the five sample durations were logarith-
mically spaced and therefore the middle
duration corresponded to the geometric mean
of the anchor durations (i.e., 2 s is the
geometric mean of 1 s and 4 s, and 8 s is the
geometric mean of 4 s and 16 s).

If a bird learned the two basic discrimina-
tions in the opposite order, {S1, S4}R{Red,
Green} followed by {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow},
then during this phase it was exposed to the
generalization set {S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow} for
five sessions, returned to the basic discrimina-
tion task {S1, S4}R{Red, Green}, and then it was
exposed to the generalization set {S1..S4}:{Red,
Green} for five additional sessions. The num-
ber of training sessions separating the two
generalization tests ranged from 6 to 13 (M 5
8.4).

Stimulus-response generalization testing. Before
the testing began, the pigeons received addi-
tional training on the two basic discrimination
tasks. Each session consisted of 60 trials, 40
regular trials (correct responses were rein-
forced and incorrect responses repeated the
trial) and 20 extinction trials (correct respons-
es were not reinforced and incorrect responses
did not repeat the trial). The two discrimina-
tion tasks alternated across sessions until the
accuracy criterion was satisfied on both of
them (range of 9 to 14 sessions, M 5 10.4).

Then the birds were exposed to the stimu-
lus–response generalization tests. Each test
session included 40 regular training trials
and 20 test trials. There were two sets of test
sessions, one in which the regular trials were
{S1, S4}R{Red, Green}—henceforth called
‘‘short’’ sessions—and another in which they
were {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}, ‘‘long’’ sessions.
The ‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ test sessions differed
not in terms of the test trials but in terms of
the regular, training trials. For reasons pre-
sented below, the two types of session alter-
nated every two sessions.

During the test trials, the sample duration
was 1 s, 2 s, 4 s, 8 s, or 16 s, and the choice
keys were Green and Blue or Red and Yellow.
Because for each set of choice keys there were
two spatial arrangements, there were 20
distinct test trials (2 choice sets 3 2 spatial
arrangements 3 5 sample durations). These
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20 trials were distributed over two consecutive
sessions. One session included the trials with
samples of 1 s, 4 s, and 8 s, and the other
session included the trials with samples of 2 s,
4 s, and 16 s. Each sample was presented eight
times per session (2 choice sets 3 2 spatial
arrangements, repeated twice) except the 4-s
sample which was presented only four times
per session (2 choice sets 3 2 spatial arrange-
ments). Because the test trials with 4-s samples
were presented on both sessions, each of the
20 distinct test trials was presented the same
number of times in each block of two test
sessions.

To summarize, during the first two sessions
tests occurred in the context of {S1, S4}R{Red,
Green} training trials (‘‘short’’ sessions); dur-
ing the next two sessions the same tests
occurred in the context of {S4, S16}R{Blue,
Yellow} training trials (‘‘long’’ sessions). The
‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ sessions continued to
alternate every two sessions for a total of 16 test
sessions. At the end of this phase, each test
duration had been presented 64 times, 32 with
the {Green, Blue} choice set and 32 with the
{Red, Yellow} choice set; within each set of 32,
16 were during ‘‘short’’ sessions and 16 during
‘‘long’’ sessions.

RESULTS

All pigeons learned the two basic discrimi-
nation tasks. During the last 5 sessions of the
baseline that preceded the tests, the average
proportion of correct responses was consis-
tently high both across birds (M 5 .92) and
sample durations (range 5 .86-.95). These
results are consistent with previous studies
(Machado & Arantes, 2006; Machado & Keen
1999; Machado & Pata, 2005; Oliveira &
Machado, 2008).

Stimulus Generalization Testing

The critical issue under examination is
whether the two psychometric functions over-
lap when plotted on a common axis. Figure 3
shows the individual and average data. (Table
B1 in Appendix B contains the individual
data.) To plot the two sets of results on the
same axis, the sample durations on the
relatively long test trials were divided by 4.
For all birds and both sets of tests, the
probability of a ‘‘short’’ response [i.e.,
p(‘‘Red’’) or p(‘‘Blue’’)], decreased monoton-

ically with sample duration. Concerning su-
perimposition, visual inspection shows that the
curves for the long range (empty circles)
tended to be slightly steeper than the curves
for the short range, but with the exception of
Pigeons P287 and P766, the differences were
small. A repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the five durations as one factor
and the two ranges as the other factor yielded
a strong effect of stimulus duration, F(4,24) 5
266, p , .001, no effect of stimulus range,
F(1,6) 5 4.2, p 5 .09, and, most important for
the present purposes, a significant interaction
between the two factors, F(4,24) 5 6.2, p , .01.
On average (see bottom right panel), the
curve for the long range had higher values at
the relative durations of 1.0 and 1.4, but lower
values at the relative durations of 2.8 and 4.0.

To compare the present results with those
from previous studies (see Discussion), we also
fit a two-parameter logistic function to each
pigeon’s data. The function has equation
p (‘‘short’’|T ) 5 1/[1+exp( (T2m)/(0.55s))],
where p (‘‘short’’|T ) is the probability of
choosing the ‘‘short’’ comparison given a
sample T-s long, m is the mean or point of

Fig. 3. Probability of ‘‘short’’ responses during the
stimulus-generalization test trials. Filled and open circles
correspond to the data from {S1..S4}:{Red, Green} and
{S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow} trials, respectively. The bottom right
panel shows the average data.
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subjective equality (PSE), and s is the standard
deviation or slope parameter (a smaller s
means a greater slope at the PSE). The logistic
function fitted the data well, accounting for
96% to 100% of the variance in the data (mean
v2 5 98%). The average values of the PSEs
equaled 2.1 for the short and 2.2 for the long
sets. The 95% confidence intervals (CI) includ-
ed 2.0 s, the geometric mean of the training
durations: 95% CI 5 [1.85, 2.32] for the short
set and [1.99, 2.30] for the long set. The
difference between the two means was not
statistically significant, t(6) 5 0.75.

As for the slope parameter, s, visual
inspection of the individual data shows that
for 3 pigeons (P203, P287, and P779) the two
psychometric functions were roughly parallel;
for the other 4 pigeons, the function for the
longer set was steeper. The average values of s
were 0.86 and 0.61 for the short and long sets,
respectively, but the difference fell short of
statistical significance, t(6) 5 1.69, p 5 0.07.
The 95% CIs were [0.42, 1.29] for the short set
and [0.48, 0.75] for the long set.

The results from the visual inspection of the
data, ANOVA, and t-tests suggest that the
psychometric functions for the short and long
ranges sometimes differed in slope, with the
function for the long range being on average
steeper than the function for the short range,
but the differences were small.

Stimulus–Response Generalization

The critical issue is whether the context
effect (i.e., preference for Green over Blue
increases with sample duration) remained
even when the two basic discriminations were
not integrated in the same session. Figure 4
shows the individual and average results (see
Table B2 in Appendix B). For most birds and
session types, as the test duration increased,
the preference for Green also increased. This
result is predicted by LeT but not by SET.

Any reliable differences between the two
curves of each panel point to an effect of the
type of session (‘‘short’’ or ‘‘long’’) during
which the test trials took place. To determine
whether the apparent differences displayed in
Figure 4 were reliable, we conducted a repeat-
ed-measures ANOVA with the five durations as
one factor and the two types of session as the
other factor. The results yielded significant
effects of stimulus duration, F(4,24) 5 34.5, p
, .001, and type of session, F(1,6) 5 12.1, p ,

.01, but not of their interaction, F(4,24) 5 0.8.
We conclude that the main context effect
(preference for Green increases with test
duration) occurred during both types of
sessions, but preference for Green was stron-
ger overall during the ‘‘short’’ sessions.

Figure 5 shows that when the choice was
between Red and Yellow, the keys paired with
1-s and 16-s stimuli, respectively, preference
for Red decreased with stimulus duration (see
Table B3 in Appendix B). This result is
consistent with both the SET and LeT models.
A repeated-measures ANOVA found signifi-
cant effects of stimulus duration, F(4,24) 5
93.0, p , .001, and type of session, F(1,6) 5
6.9, p 5 .04; the interaction approached
significance, F(4,24) 5 2.77, p 5 .05. These
results show that, during both types of session,
as stimulus duration increased, preference for
Red decreased. In addition, the probability of
choosing Red was greater during ‘‘short’’
sessions but mainly for the shorter stimulus
durations (see bottom right panel).

Fig. 4. Probability of choosing Green during the
s t i mu l us –r e sp ons e ge ne r a l i z a t i on te s t t r i a l s
{S1..S16}:{Green, Blue}. The filled circles correspond to
the test results obtained during the ‘‘short’’ sessions
(regular trials5{S1, S4}R{Red, Green}) and the open
circles correspond to the test results obtained during the
‘‘long’’ sessions (regular trials5{S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}).
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Fitting LeT to the Data

With one exception, the pattern of results
described above is qualitatively consistent with
LeT. We examine next whether it is also
quantitatively consistent with the model. The
exception is the effect of type of session, which
showed that the preferences for Green and
Red in the stimulus–response generalization
tests were greater during the ‘‘short’’ than
‘‘long’’ sessions. For reasons described below,
LeT has no principled way to account for this
effect. Therefore, to fit the model we averaged
the psychometric functions obtained in the
two types of session. The pattern of results to
be fitted comprised four functions, the two
stimulus generalization functions {S1..S4}:{Red,
Green } and {S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow}, and the two
stimulus–response generalization functions,
{S1..S16}:{ Green, Blue} and {S1..S16}:{Red, Yel-
low}.

The simplest version of LeT for the bisec-
tion tasks uses three free parameters (see
Appendix A for mathematical details), l, the

speed of the activation flow across the behav-
ioral states, c, the effects of reinforcement and
extinction on the strength of the links between
the states and the operant responses, and d, a
parameter related to factors such as the
discriminability of the comparison stimuli
(Machado, 1997). We attempted to fit the
four functions with the same set of three
parameters.

Figure 6 shows the results for each pigeon.
The left panels show the fits to the stimulus
generalization data and the right panels show
the fits to the stimulus–response generaliza-
tion data. Table 2 gives the best-fitting param-
eter values and the overall variance accounted
for (see the tables in Appendix B for the raw

Fig. 5. Probability of choosing Red during the stimu-
lus–response generalization test trials {S1..S16}:{Red, Yel-
low}. The filled circles correspond to the test results
obtained during the ‘‘short’’ sessions (regular trials5{S1,
S4}R{Red, Green}) and the open circles correspond to the
test results obtained during the ‘‘long’’ sessions (regular
trials5{S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}).

Fig. 6. The left panels show the stimulus-generalization
data and the right panels show the stimulus–response
generalization data averaged over the two session types.
The curves show the prediction made by LeT using the
parameters in Table 2.
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data of each pigeon). In general, the model
described the major trends in the data well,
with v2 ranging from 79% to 96%. For the
stimulus generalization tests (left panels), LeT
predicted either superimposing functions
(e.g., P323), or steeper functions for the long
stimulus set (e.g., P766). However, LeT over-
estimated substantially the PSE of some
pigeons (e.g., P611 and P203). This overesti-
mation occurred because the model predicts a
PSE slightly greater than the geometric mean
(see Machado, 1997). If a pigeon displays a
PSE at or below the geometric mean, then
without additional assumptions LeT cannot
account for its data.

For the stimulus–response generalization
tests (right panels), LeT fit the data well for
5 pigeons. The exceptions were Pigeons P203
and P611. The poorest overall fit occurred for
Pigeon P611 because in addition to a PSE
below the geometric mean (left panel), this
pigeon also displayed a constant preference
for Green after stimulus durations greater
than 1 s (see right panel, filled circles). As
the solid lines show, LeT always predicts a
monotonic increasing preference for Green
(the context effect).

To summarize the model fit, Figure 7 shows
the average of the data and the average of the
individual fits. The top panel shows that, with
respect to stimulus generalization, the only
significant deviation between model and data
seems to be the slight overestimation of the
PSE, particularly for the short set (solid line
and filled circles). The middle panel shows
that, with respect to stimulus–response gener-
alization, there were no large deviations
between data and model. The theoretical
curves on the two panels accounted for 96%
of the variance in the data.

The bottom panel shows the stimulus–
response generalization data in a different
way. Instead of plotting the preference for Red
over Yellow it plots the preference for Yellow
over Red. LeT predicts that the preference for
Yellow should increase with sample duration
exactly as the preference for Green does (i.e.,

Table 2

Best-fitting parameters used to fit the LeT model to the
stimulus generalization and stimulus-response generali-
zation data.

Pigeon l c d v2

P203 1.32 0.03 3.94 0.83
P287 1.57 0.08 4.36 0.95
P307 1.63 0.15 2.53 0.91
P323 2.78 0.11 3.69 0.93
P611 2.78 0.08 2.51 0.78
P766 0.65 0.80 3.61 0.96
P779 1.76 1.00 3.35 0.90

Fig. 7. The top and middle panels show the average of
the data (6 1 SEM) and the average of curves predicted by
LeT for the stimulus-generalization tests (top) and
stimulus–response generalization tests (middle). The
bottom panel shows the same stimulus–response data but
instead of plotting the preference for Red it plots the
preference for Yellow. LeT predicts that the two sets of
symbols should overlap.
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the two functions should overlap). Visually, the
data seemed consistent with the prediction,
but a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with
duration and key color (Green or Yellow) as
factors yielded a significant interaction,
F(4,32) 5 3.3, p 5 .03. As expected, there
was also a strong effect of duration, F(4,24) 5
102, p , .001, and no effect of keycolor, F(1,6)
5 .23. The interaction occurred because
preference for Yellow was weaker at short
durations but stronger at long durations than
preference for Green.

We conclude that using only three free
parameters LeT accounted well for the quan-
titative results of the stimulus–response gener-
alization data, including the context effect, but
its stronger prediction concerning symmetry
of the two stimulus–response psychometric
functions does not seem correct (see also
Machado & Pata, 2005). Moreover, LeT did
not account as well for the stimulus–general-
ization data because it tended to overestimate
the PSE.

DISCUSSION

For a variety of tasks, the SET and LeT
models make similar predictions. A case in
point is the simple temporal bisection: Both
models predict monotone psychometric func-
tions with the point of subjective equality at
(SET) or close to (LeT) the geometric mean
of the training durations and superimposition
of functions obtained with pairs of durations
in the same ratio (e.g., 1 s vs. 4 s and 4 s vs.
16 s). To disentangle the models, we have
developed the double bisection procedure.

In this procedure, pigeons learn two tem-
poral discriminations, {S1, S4}R{Red, Green}
and {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow} with the critical
feature that the Green and Blue alternatives
are associated with the same 4-s duration but
in different contexts. The context for Green is
the ‘‘1 s R Red key’’ mapping, whereas the
context for the Blue is the ‘‘16 s R Yellow key’’
mapping. One could say also that the 4-s
duration associated with Green is relatively
long, whereas the 4-s duration associated with
Blue is relatively short. Two questions may be
asked, one pertaining to stimulus generaliza-
tion and the other to stimulus–response
generalization. First, will the psychometric
functions {S1..S4}:{Red, Green} and {S4..
S16}:{Blue, Yellow} superimpose when plotted

in relative time? And second, what is the shape
of the psychometric functions {S1..S16}:{Green,
Blue} and {S1..S16}:{Red, Yellow}? We address
each question in turn and then conclude with
some implications of our findings for timing
models.

Stimulus Generalization

When the two basic discriminations occur in
the same session and no cue signals the
forthcoming trials (as in the standard double
bisection procedure), SET predicts superim-
position of the two psychometric functions but
LeT predicts that the function for the longer
set, {S4..S16}:{Blue, Yellow}, should be steeper
than the function for the shorter set,
{S1..S4}:{Red, Green}. LeT’s prediction stems
from its assumption that the activation flow
across the behavioral states follows a Poisson
process and, consequently, the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean (i.e., the
coefficient of variation) decreases with the
interval to be timed — the relative accuracy of
a ‘‘Poisson clock’’ increases with sample
duration (see Appendix A).

The first study with the double bisection
procedure (Machado & Keen, 1999) used 8
pigeons and obtained the average data shown
in the top panel of Figure 8. The repeated-
measures ANOVA conducted with the individ-
ual data yielded a strong effect of duration (p
, .001) and no effect of range (p 5 .17); the
effect of the interaction approached signifi-
cance (p 5 .07). Machado and Keen also fit the
logistic function to each individual data set. As
the top panel shows, the average of the fitted
curves was steeper for the long than the short
sets. The t tests revealed that the differences in
slope were statistically significant, but the
differences in PSE were not. Taken together,
these results suggest that the two psychometric
functions may indeed differ in slope, as LeT
predicts, but these differences were not shown
by all birds and even when they were shown
they tended to be relatively small.

In the present study the standard double
bisection procedure was changed such that the
two discriminations occurred always in sepa-
rate sessions. This procedural difference in-
duces another one, a difference in local
reinforcement rates between the two sessions.
When the sample durations are 1 s and 4 s the
local reinforcer rate is four times greater than
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when they are 4 s and 16 s. For SET, this
difference has no effect and superimposition is
still predicted. Although the speed of the
pacemaker can increase during ‘‘short’’ ses-
sions, as long as the coefficient of variation of
pacemaker speed remains constant, superim-

position holds (see Oliveira & Machado,
2008). The case is different for LeT and
slightly more complex. If we assume that
parameters l and c are strictly proportional
to local reinforcer rate, then LeT predicts
superimposition (Machado, 1997; also Killeen
& Fetterman, 1988); if the assumption is not
made and, in particular, if l increases with the
local reinforcer rate but not proportionately,
as subsequent empirical research has suggest-
ed (see Bizo & White, 1994, 1995a, 1995b;
Fetterman & Killeen, 1991; Killeen & Fetter-
man, 1988; Morgan, Killeen, & Fetterman,
1993), then LeT predicts a steeper function
for the long range. In summary, whereas SET
predicts superimposition, LeT predicts either
superimposition or steeper functions for the
longer discrimination set.

The results of the generalization tests were
similar to those of the previous study. The
repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a signifi-
cant interaction, which corroborated the visual
impression that the functions differed in slope
on the average, but the t-test on the slope
parameters of the logistic fits (see the curves in
the middle panel of Figure 8) only ap-
proached significance.

The bottom panel shows the average data
and functions obtained in a third study
(Oliveira & Machado, 2008) with 9 pigeons.
In this case the two discriminations were
integrated in the same session, but each was
signaled by a distinctive cue. The sample from
the short set consisted of the center key
illuminated with a horizontal bar and the
samples from the long set consisted of the
center key illuminated with a vertical bar.
Thus, similar to Machado and Keen (1999),
the two discriminations were presented in the
same session but, similar to the present study,
on each trial the relative duration of the
sample and the choice keys were predictable.
The repeated-measures ANOVA results yielded
a significant effect of duration (p , .001), but
not of range (p 5 .15) or their interaction (p 5
.22). The t tests on the parameters provided by
the logistic fits (see the curves in the bottom
panel of Figure 8) revealed no significant
differences in either slope or PSE.

We conclude that when the two discrimina-
tion tasks, and therefore the two local rein-
forcer rates that these tasks induce, are not
signaled as in the original study, or when they
are signaled by global cues as in the present

Fig. 8. Average (scaled) data and logistic curves from
the stimulus-generalization test trials of three studies.
Filled and open circles correspond to the ‘‘short’’ and
‘‘long’’ discrimination sets, respectively. Top. In Machado
and Keen’s (1999) study, the two discrimination sets were
combined in the same session. Middle. In the present study,
the two discrimination sets were not combined in the same
session. Bottom. In Oliveira and Machado’s (2008) study,
the two discrimination sets were combined in the same
session but each was signaled by a distinctive cue. In the
top and middle panels the discrimination sets were {S1,

S4}R{Red, Green} and {S4, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}; in the
bottom panel they were {S1.5, S6}R{Red, Green} and {S6,
S24}R{Blue, Yellow}.
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study, the psychometric function for the long
set tends to be slightly steeper on the average
than the psychometric function for the short
set. When they are signaled by local cues
(vertical or horizontal bars) as in Oliveira and
Machado’s (2008) study, the functions tend to
superimpose. These tentative conclusions
should not hide the fact that there were
substantial individual differences in all these
studies, differences whose sources remain to
be investigated. Because of these differences,
the results from the stimulus generalization
tests are not as informative concerning model
comparisons as the results from the stimulus–
response generalization tests to which we now
turn.

Stimulus–Response Generalization

The critical finding reported in previous
studies with the standard double bisection
procedure was that preference for Green
increases with stimulus duration. This context
effect is consistent with LeT but not with SET.
However, in previous studies, the two discrim-
inations were integrated in the same session
before the Green–Blue tests were carried out
and therefore it was not known whether such
integration was necessary to obtain the effect.
When two discriminations are integrated in
the same session, the animal cannot anticipate
on each trial whether the sample duration will
be from the short or long sets, or the
comparison keys. In contrast, when the dis-
criminations occur in different sessions, after
the first trial of each session the animal can
anticipate both the sample duration range and
the comparison keys. To determine whether
this procedural difference changes the context
effect, in the present study the two discrimi-
nations were never mixed in the same session
either before or during the Green-Blue test
trials.

The results showed that the context effect
was maintained: Preference for Green in-
creased with sample duration. The result was
robust, for all pigeons showed it. Moreover, it
was similar in magnitude to the results
obtained without integration. Figure 9 com-
pares the average data obtained in the present
study with the average data obtained in two
studies without integration. As the top panel
shows, with or without integration, preference
for Green increased from about 0.1 to about
0.7 as the sample duration increased from 1 s

to 16 s. The generality of the context effect is
consistent with LeT but casts serious doubt on
SET’s account of temporal discrimination in
bisection tasks.

In the other test set, the comparisons were
the stimuli associated with the most extreme
durations, Red and Yellow. As both models
predicted, preference for Red decreased with
sample duration. The result also was robust
across pigeons and, as the bottom panel of
Figure 9 shows, its magnitude was similar to
that observed in studies without integration.

The effects of stimulus duration on prefer-
ence for Green over Blue and for Red over
Yellow were consistent with LeT. However, the
effects of session type, ‘‘short’’ or ‘‘long’’, were
not predicted by either LeT or SET. When
presented with a choice between Green and
Blue following a sample T-s long, preference
for Green was more pronounced during
‘‘short’’ than ‘‘long’’ sessions. A similar result
was obtained in Oliveira and Machado’s

Fig. 9. Average data from the stimulus–response
generalization test trials of three studies: Machado and
Keen (1999), Machado and Pata (2005), and the present
study. The top and bottom panels show the data from the
{S1..S16}:{Green, Blue} and {S1..S16}:{Red, Yellow} trials,
respectively. In the former two studies, the discrimination
sets were combined in the same session.
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(2008) study in which horizontal and vertical
bars cued the forthcoming trial. The top panel
of Figure 10 displays the average results from
both studies.

When interpreting the sample cue effect
displayed in Figure 10, Oliveira and Machado
(2008) considered three hypotheses, one
based on changes in pacemaker speed (SET)
or activation flow (LeT), another based on
changes in mediating behaviors, and yet
another based on associative, biasing factors.
They rejected the first two hypotheses and
tentatively entertained the third, which stated
the following: When a sample cue signals, say,
a ‘‘short’’ trial, the pigeon is slightly biased
towards Green because, during training,
Green (but not Blue) was reinforced in the
presence of that cue. Conversely, when the
sample cue signals a ‘‘long’’ trial, the pigeon is

slightly biased towards Blue. Thus, according
to the hypothesis, the pigeon’s choice during
test trials depends on two variables, the sample
duration (causing an increasing preference for
Green) and the sample cue (adding to that
preference an approximately constant amount
whenever the sample signals a ‘‘short’’ trial).

The session effects obtained in the present
study are consistent with this associative
account provided we assume that ‘‘short’’
and ‘‘long’’ sessions are functionally equiva-
lent to the horizontal and vertical bars. In this
view, it does not matter whether a cue is local
(bar) or global (session type), but rather
whether in its presence choices of one or the
other comparison stimuli were reinforced.
Because during ‘‘short’’ sessions choices of
Green (but not Blue) were reinforced, whereas
the opposite happened during ‘‘long’’ ses-
sions, preference for Green is higher in
‘‘short’’ than in ‘‘long’’ sessions. Similarly,
because during ‘‘short’’ sessions choices of
Red (but not Yellow) were reinforced, whereas
the opposite happened during ‘‘long’’ ses-
sions, preference for Red is higher in ‘‘short’’
than in ‘‘long’’ sessions. Both session effects
were observed.

Further studies should examine this hypoth-
esis more directly and, in addition, clarify the
conditions under which the biasing effect is
obtained. To illustrate, presumably the dis-
crimination between Red and Yellow, the
colors associated with the most extreme
durations, is easier than the discrimination
between Green and Blue, the colors associated
with the same duration. If the biasing effect is
stronger when the discrimination is more
difficult, then the hypothesis could account
for the different amounts of vertical shifts
displayed in Figure 10.

Implications for Timing Models

The studies with the double bisection
procedure have different implications for
SET and LeT. For SET, the major challenge
is to make the memory stores context depen-
dent, for otherwise the model will not be able
to account for the context effect. The memory
store that represents one particular sample
must be sensitive to the duration of the other
sample. But Machado (1997) also showed that
SET has logical problems related to how the
memory structures postulated by the model
work in some temporal tasks (see Gallistel,

Fig. 10. Average data from the stimulus–response
generalization test trials of two studies. In the present
study (filled symbols) the ‘‘short’’ and ‘‘long’’ discrimina-
tion sets were presented in different sessions. The sets were
{S1, S16}R{Red, Green} and {S1, S16}R{Blue, Yellow}. In
Oliveira and Machado’s (2008) study (open symbols), the
two sets were combined in the same session but each was
signaled by a distinctive cue (horizontal or vertical bar).
The sets were {S1.5..S24}:{Red, Yellow} and {S1.5..S24}:{Green,
Blue }. All stimulus durations were divided by 1.5 to fit in
the 1s-16s scale.
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2007, and Machado & Silva, 2007a, 2007b, for
a discussion of this issue). These logical
problems with SET suggest that the numbers
in the accumulator at the end of the same
sample should not be saved in a single store.
The logical and empirical problems men-
tioned above (see also Guilhardi, McInnis,
Church, & Machado, 2007; Machado & Guil-
hardi, 2000; Staddon, 1999) seriously question
the overall memory structure postulated by
SET.

For LeT, two major challenges are apparent,
how to increase its flexibility to deal with
stimulus generalization functions with PSEs at
or below the geometric mean, and how to
account for the type of session effect displayed
in Figures 4, 5, and 10. The former problem
questions the Poisson dynamics of the behav-
ioral states, and the latter problem invites us to
address the issue of how timing models can
include associative effects (see Church, 1997;
Kirkpatrick & Church, 1998). Perhaps a hybrid
model that preserves LeT’s assumptions con-
cerning the associative links but replaces the
Poisson dynamics of the states with SET’s
scalar dynamics will be able to circumvent
the shortcomings of both models.

In conclusion, the present study showed that
the context effect obtained in the standard
double bisection task does not depend on the
integration of the two discrimination tasks in
the same session. Together with the other
studies it suggests that the effect has consider-
able generality. The effect is inconsistent with
SET, the dominant model in the field, because
SET assumes that the memory for a particular
duration is independent of the alternative
durations with which it paired during training.
In contrast, the context effect is consistent with
LeT. However, neither LeT nor SET can
account for the full pattern of results (stimulus
generalization and stimulus–response general-
ization) obtained with the double bisection
procedure. A more inclusive model is necessary.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATIONS FROM LET

The derivation of LeT’s equations for the
temporal bisection tasks are detailed in Ma-
chado (1997) and Machado and Pata (2005).
Here we summarize the major results.

Simple bisection. Assume the short (S) and
long (L) samples occur with probability .5, the
correct choices following them are the Red
(R) and Green (G) keys, respectively, and
training continues for a total of m trials with
each sample.

LeT has three components, the behavioral
states, their associative links with the operant
responses, and the operant responses them-
selves (see Figure 1). To obtain its predictions,
we need to know the activation of state n after
a sample of T seconds, X(T,n), and the
strength on trial m of the associative links
between state n and the R and G responses,
WR(n,m) and WG(n,m), respectively.

In LeT, X(T,n) follows the Poisson distribu-
tion, a minimal, parsimonious assumption
with equation

X (T ,n)~
exp ({lT )(lT )n

n!
ð1Þ

where l . 0 is the activation speed across
the states. The Poisson distribution has mean
and standard deviation equal to lT and
!(lT), respectively. Hence, the coefficient of
variation equals 1/!(lT), which decreases
with T.

During training, the changes in WR(n,m)
and WG(n,m) are always symmetric—when
WR(n,m) increases because response R was
reinforced or decreases because it was extin-
guished, WG(n,m) changes by the same
amount but in the opposite direction. The
same is true when response G occurs and
WG(n,m) changes—WR(n,m) also changes by
the same amount but in the opposite
direction. To simplify, we assume there is no
initial bias and set WR(n,0) 5 WG(n,0) 5
0.5. From the symmetry of change and the
initial values, if follows that WG(n,m) 5 1 2
WR(n,m).

The expected values of WR(n,m) and
WG(n,m) at the end of trial m, designated by
E[WR(n,m)] and E[WG(n,m)], equal

E WR(n,m)½ �~ X (S ,n)

X (S ,n)zX (L,n)

{ 1 { c
X (S ,n)zX (L,n)

2

� �m

|
X (S ,n)

X (S ,n)zX (L,n)
{0:5

� �
ð2Þ

and

E WG(n,m)½ �~1{E WR(n,m)½ � ð3Þ

From the expressions for X(T,n), E[WR
(n,m)], and E[WG(n,m)] one gets the
strengths of the R and G responses after a
signal of duration T, RR(T,m) and RG(T,m),
respectively,
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RR(T ,m)~
X

n
X (T ,n)E ½WR(n,m)�

RG(T ,m)~
X

n
X (T ,n)E ½WG(n,m)�

ð4Þ

Because of Equation (3) and the fact that
SnX(T,n) 5 1, RG(T,m) 5 1 2 RR(T,m), which
leads to the symmetry prediction mentioned in
the text when discussing the bottom panel of
Figure 7.

Finally, the probability of choosing the R key
on trial m at the end of a sample T-s long equals

P (R jm,T )~
exp d|RR(T ,m)½ �

exp d|RR(T ,m)½ �z exp d|RG(T ,m)½ �

~ 1
1z exp d RG(T ,m){RR(T ,m)½ �f g

ð5Þ

where d.0 is a sensitivity parameter.
In summary, Equation (1) describes the

activation of the behavioral states and uses
parameter l, Equations (2) and (3) describe
the effects of learning and use parameter c,
and Equation (5)yields choice probability on
the basis of the two response strengths given by
Equation (4) and uses parameter d.

Double bisection. Assume that R and G are
associated with 1 s and 4 s samples, as before,
and Blue (B) and Yellow (Y) are associated
with 4 s and 16 s signals, respectively. At the
end of m trials with each sample, the state of
the animal is characterized by the two pairs of
vectors of associative links, WR(n,m) and
WG(n,m) on the one hand, and WB(n,m)
and WY(n,m) on the other hand. As illustrated
above, we obtain WR(n,m) using Equation (2)
with S 5 1 s and L 5 4 s, and then obtain
WG(n,m) using Equation (3). Similarly, we
obtain WB(n,m) using Equation (2) with S 5
4 s and L 5 16 s and then obtain WY(n,m)
using Equation (3). During testing, when two
novel keys are presented, say G and B, at the
end of a sample T-s long, we obtain the
probability of choosing G by a) inserting
the values of E[WG(n,m)] and E[WB(n,m)]
in Equation (4) to obtain RG(T,m) and
RB(T,m), and then inserting these values into
Equation (5). The curves in Figures 6 and 7
were obtained using the parameter values
shown in Table 2 and an m value of 2000
trials.
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Table B3

Proportion of choices of the Red key for each sample duration during the two sets of stimulus–
response generalization tests (‘‘Short’’ and ‘‘Long’’ sessions).

Sessions Sample (s)

Pigeon

P203 P287 P307 P323 P611 P766 P779

Short 1 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.96 0.93 1.00 1.00
2 0.90 1.00 0.83 0.90 1.00 0.88 0.90
4 0.82 0.60 0.73 0.82 0.88 0.83 0.45
8 0.29 0.15 0.64 0.42 0.71 0.12 0.00

16 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00
Long 1 0.92 1.00 0.79 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.88

2 0.79 0.80 0.62 0.95 0.71 0.75 0.58
4 0.79 0.65 0.29 0.50 0.71 0.57 0.46
8 0.33 0.25 0.25 0.40 0.25 0.11 0.12

16 0.00 0.20 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.07 0.08

Note. The choice was between the Red and Yellow keys.

Table B1

Proportion of choices of the ‘‘short’’ key (Red or Blue) for each sample duration during the two
sets of stimulus generalization tests.

Set Sample (s)

Pigeon

P203 P287 P307 P323 P611 P766 P779

Short 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.96
1.41 0.85 0.92 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.75 0.92
2.00 0.25 0.46 0.48 0.58 0.32 0.55 0.46
2.83 0.10 0.08 0.35 0.25 0.18 0.42 0.14
4.00 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.21 0.06

Long 4.00 0.94 0.97 0.94 0.95 0.99 1.00 0.98
5.66 0.95 0.94 0.88 0.88 0.85 0.95 0.98
8.00 0.45 0.78 0.56 0.68 0.38 0.58 0.62

11.31 0.08 0.16 0.19 0.15 0.08 0.20 0.15
16.00 0.06 0.06 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.01

Note. During the Short set, the choice was between the Red and Green keys; during the Long set the choice was between
the Blue and Yellow keys.

Table B2

Proportion of choices of the Green key for each sample duration during the two sets of stimulus–
response generalization tests (‘‘Short’’ and ‘‘Long’’ sessions).

Sessions Sample (s)

Pigeon

P203 P287 P307 P323 P611 P766 P779

Short 1.00 0.04 0.10 0.28 0.17 0.28 0.08 0.20
2.00 0.05 0.20 0.38 0.40 0.75 0.08 0.50
4.00 0.23 0.35 0.35 0.68 0.73 0.46 0.65
8.00 0.38 0.50 0.86 0.67 0.61 0.71 0.80

16.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00
Long 1.00 0.00 0.10 0.21 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.00

2.00 0.08 0.15 0.17 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.21
4.00 0.29 0.20 0.25 0.55 0.25 0.46 0.38
8.00 0.29 0.60 0.62 0.15 0.29 0.57 0.62

16.00 0.50 0.90 0.79 0.95 0.46 0.93 0.92

Note. The choice was between the Green and Blue keys.

APPENDIX B
DATA FROM INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS
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